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Section I
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNTIY

KFI-AM 640 provides its listeners with programming that addresses issues of concern to our local community.  
Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding calendar quarter 
were:

Crime – During this quarter, there were several crime-related stories that we focused on including:  a local man who shot and killed 
an intruder who was fleeing his home and whether or not he will be charged and trial and subsequent conviction of two women who 
were accused of beating and killing a woman outside an Orange County club.

Economy – Several issues fell under this category this quarter including, Orange County getting rid of their cash pay toll on more 
than 61 miles of toll roads, which caused massive problems with incorrect fees being charged to customers who were not aware that 
tolls needed to be paid, and the national fight to increase the minimum wage, which resulted in a local fight for the City of Los Angeles 
to increase the minimum wage in the city.

Environment – This quarter, issues that fell into this category included: California lawmakers fighting, and succeeding in getting 
California to be the first state to ban single use plastic bags, and California’s record drought and the crackdown on water use and 
possibly the implementation of water allocation.

Infrastructure – This quarter, several serious infrastructure issues were brought to light after several 90+ year old pipes burst, 
causing road problems and wasting several million gallons of water at a time when California is experiencing a drought.  Discussed 
these issues as they happened, keeping the public informed of potential problems and emergency evacuations and discussed the 
larger issue of an aging infrastructure at a time when the state has little money to dedicate to the problem.

Public Safety -  During the quarter, we kept the public informed on a daily basis of potential traffic issues, due to accidents, or police 
chases as well as provided up to date information when a large earthquake hit Northern California’s Napa Valley.



Section II
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

This section lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station’s issue-responsive 
programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

WEEK ENDING:  July  5, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment  ‘Wake Up Call’ w/      California wants to extend the ban on plastic bags 7/1 – 5:15am 15 min                                             
                    Michael Crozier          bags in grocery stores throughout the entire state.

Economy       Bill Handel                California’s new minimum wage $9/ hour goes into 7/1 – 7am 30 min
                                                   effect

Immigration  Thompson & Espinosa  An influx of undocumented immigrants coming Steve Gregory 7/1 – 1pm 30 min 
                                                     across the border has concerned local officials KFI News
                                                     who question where to house them.  A plan 
                                                     to house them in Murietta is under fire by 
                                                     local residents who are protesting their arrival.

Immigration  John & Ken                 Protest over influx of undocumented immigrants Steve Gregory 7/1 –3pm 45 min
                                                     To be housed and processed in Murietta. Murietta KFI News
                                                     mayor, Alan Long, is urging residents to fight what is
                                                     being described as ‘migrant flights’              Alan Long
          Murietta Mayor

Employment  Tim Conway Jr.           A nanny in Upland is refusing to leave the home 7/1 – 7pm 30 min
                                                     where she works, claiming that she is being 
                                                     overworked and underpaid.  The family says the nanny
                                                     is a nightmare and is not who she presented herself 
                                                     to be.

Immigration  Bill Handel                  Protesters in Murietta are blocking buses of Steve Gregory 7/2 – 7am 30 min
                                                     undocumented immigrants from being processed KFI News
                                                     there causing officials to find another place for
                                                     them to be processed.

Employment Thompson & Espinosa   ‘Nightmare nanny’ in Upland story goes viral. T&E Marcella Bracamonte 7/2 – 1pm 30 min
                                                     tell the entire story from the beginning with the Mom of family affected
                                                     family that has been affected by her behavior



Immigration  John & Ken                  Coverage of Town Hall meeting in Murietta over Diana Serafin 7/3 – 3pm 45 min
                                                      the influx of migrants due to be housed there to be Murietta resident
                                                      processed  

WEEK ENDING:  July  12, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Morris O’Kelly Discussed the connection between the foster care L. Wallace Pate 7/6 – 6pm 30 min
system and the prison system Attorney

Media Bill Handel Shark attack in Manhattan Beach, the public is 7/7 – 8am 15 min
concerned after a swimmer is attacked.

Media Bill Carroll Latest on shark attack in Manhattan Beach. Dave Bader 7/7 – 11am 30 min
Director of Education
Aquarium of the Pacific

Immigration  John & Ken Residents in Murietta have successfully protested 7/7 – 3pm 45 min
undocumented immigrants being held and processed
there.  President Obama has asked officials to find 
other areas where they can be held and processed.

Health Michael Reagan Reports that tuberculousis has spread among Steve Gregory 7/7 – 8pm 30 min
undocumented immigrants at detainment camps KFI News

Media John & Ken Trial of Donald Sterling, doctor testifies that Sterling 7/8 – 3pm 30 min
likely has Alzheimers.

Media John & Ken Bryan Stow was beaten at a Dodgers game in the Eric Leonard 7/9 – 3pm 30 min
parking lot, the trial has been going on for the last KFI News
weeks and now the jury has come back and decided
that the Dodgers bear some responsibility in the attack
but that Frank McCourt, the former Dodgers owner, is
not responsible.

Media/  John & Ken After Orange County got rid of their cash pay option for Todd Spitzer 7/10 – 6pm 30 min 
Economy the toll roads, violations surged.  Consumers complained Assemblyman

and spurred the county to take action to void some of
violations and make it more clear to drivers how to 
properly avoid violations

Media Wayne Resnick Discussion of the Orange County Fair and what’s new 7/11 – 7am 30 min
this year from food to activities



WEEK ENDING:  July  19, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Immigration Bill Carroll The city of Bell is considering housing illegal immigrants Steve Gregory 7/14—10:15am 15 min
as they await processing KFI News 12pm 30 min

Employment/ Thompson & Espinosa Update on the ‘Nightmare Nanny’ in Upland who is David Cruz 7/14 – 1pm 45 min 
Crime   refusing to move out of the home where she was KFI News

  hired to work at.  Family says they are afraid of her
  she says she was overworked and underpaid.

Media/ John & Ken Former Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa owned Steven Patzer 7/15 – 3pm 30 min 
Environment a home that neighbors considered an eyesore that neighbor

racked up numerous code violations

Environment ‘Wake Up Call’ A proposal has been introduced that would make it 7/16 – 5am 15 min
w/ Gary Hoffmann a crime to waste water.  The proposal includes a

$500 fine for those who are found to be wasting 
water

Environment Thompson & Espinosa Downtown LA is the driest since rain records started Eric Boldt 7/16 –1:15pm 15 min
  causing concern for local officials Meterologist

Law Bill Handel California’s death penalty has been ruled unconstitutional 7/17 –7am 15 min

Health Kerri Kasem If you switch from smoking to vapor can it help save Phil Damon 7/17 45 min
your life? Attorney

Herbert Gilbert
Electronic Cigarette
inventor

WEEK ENDING:  July 26, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime/ Thompson & Espinosa A reserve police officer in Northern California has 7/21 – 1pm 30 min 
Transportation   resigned after a video of her surfaced talking about 

 running over bicyclists.

Immigration Bill Handel Texas Gov. Rick Perry is sending National Guard troops Steve Gregory 7/22 – 7am 30 min
to the border in an effort to stem the flow of illegal KFI News
immigrants crossing the border.  Some are wondering
whether or not California should be doing the same.



Media Bill Carroll A woman rented her home to someone through the Dennis Block 7/22 – 10am 30 min
website AirBnB and now the renter is refusing to leave Attorney
and is claiming ‘squatter’ rights.  

Crime Bill Handel Closing arguments have begin in the Kim Pham beating 7/23 – 8am 15 min
trial in Orange County.  Pham was beaten in front of 
a club in Fullerton…two women are on trial for the crime.

Crime Bill Handel An 80-year-old man in Long Beach admits to killing one 7/24 – 7am 15 min
of two burglars he found ransacking his home.  He says
the burglars tackled him to the ground, and he was able
to get away and retrieve his gun, as they ran away from
his home, he shot at them, and ended up shooting one
in the back.  The homeowner has not been charged.

Crime John & Ken Update on story of 80-year-old man who admits to 7/24 – 4pm 45 min
shooting and killing a burglar that tackled him when 
he returned home. The homeowner has not been charged.

Crime Gary Hoffmann Latest on 80 year old man who admits to shooting and 7/25 – 7am 30 min
killing a burglar as she was running from his home.  The
burglar claimed she was pregnant, but autopsy results 
found that she was not.  Police have also found and 
arrested her accomplice and have charged him with murder.
The homeowner has not been charged.

Health Thompson & Espinosa  Outrage over social networking pages that celebrate 7/25 – 1:15pm 30 min
   binge drinking by posting photos of college students
   passed out.

Transportation  Tim Conway Jr. 5 freeway is shut down in both directions because of an 7/25 – 7pm 30 min
alleged tagger, meanwhile part of the 405 is shut down in
both directions near LAX because of CalTrans work to remove
a bridge.

Media Mo Kelly Mo went to Comic-Con and featured several interviews 7/26 – 6pm 80 min
and his experiences from the massive event in San Diego

WEEK ENDING:  August 2, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment Bill Handel Crazy lightning storm in Venice.  1 dead, dozens hurt Mark Thompson 7/28 – 7am 30 min
Meteorologist/ KFI
Host



Crime/ Law Bill Carroll 80 year old homeowner shoots home invader in the 7/28 – 10am 15 min
back as she is fleeing his home, but he’s not arrested
the male burglar is instead arrested on murder charges

Law/ Media John & Ken Judge has ruled against LA Clippers owner Donald Sterling 7/28 – 7/28 3pm
which now paves the way for his wife, Shelly, sell the team
for $2 billion 

Infrastructure John & Ken Local major water main break near UCLA, is spilling 7/29 – 4pm 80 min
millions of gallons into the street and created a massive
sink hole that is a huge problem for the area at a time
that we’re in a massive drought

Infrastructure Tim Conway Jr. More details on the water main break in Westwood. Andy Smith 7/29 – 7pm 60 min
10 million gallons of water lost, hundreds of cars LAPD commander
damaged

Steve Gregory         
KFI News

Media Bill Handel 4 people arrested for beating of USC student. Eric Leonard 7/30 – 7:45pm 15 min
Suspect range in age from 15-18.  An additional KFI News
suspect is believed to be 14 and has not been 
arrested yet

Infrastructure John & Ken Water main break at UCLA spills millions of gallons Eric Leonard 7/30 – 3pm 40 min
of water while we’re in the middle of a drought KFI News
Focus is now on the age of some of the water mains
many of which are 90+ years old

Media Tim Conway Jr Police pursuit in Malibu, kept listeners informed of 7/30 –7:15pm 60 min
where the pursuit was happening and what roads
were affected

Health Bill Handel Two Americans infected with Ebola are being brought 8/1 – 8am 30 min
to the United States for treatment.  The decision is 
being criticized

Health Thompson & Espinosa Everything you need to know about the Ebola outbreak 8/1 – 1pm 15 min 



WEEK ENDING:  August 9, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health Bill Handel One of the Americans infected with Ebola in West  Jim Keany 8/4 – 8am 30 min
Africa has been brought back to the U.S. for treatment ER doctor
at Emory University Hospital in Atlanta

Immigration Bill Handel Immigration centers housing illegal immigrants while 8/5 – 7am 30 min
they await processing have been shut down, causing
issues for the legal process

Media/ Law Bill Carroll  LAPD Chief Charlie Beck is under fire for some issues 8/5 –10am 30 min
involving his daughter.  Some are accusing the chief of
sweeping some issues under the rug in order to benefit
his daughter, who is currently also with the LAPD

Employment Thompson & Espinosa  Freelance workers are becoming a larger part of the 8/5 – 2pm 30 min
 California economy, in some cases, people are being
  laid off or choosing to leave full time jobs to instead
  freelance.

Employment Bill Carroll The porn industry is leaving LA to film elsewhere saying 8/6 –12pm 30 min
the state makes it difficult to do a lucrative business, in
addition, the city council rule that requires condoms is
affecting the industry

Crime Thompson & Espinosa  Orange County is experiencing an increase in sex Lita Mercado 8/6 – 1pm 45 min
   trafficking, and a new task force is making an effort Head of Task Force
   to educate the public about it, specifically to the 
   point is that it’s young, middle class girls that are Oree
  being coerced into this at local malls, shopping centers Sex trafficking victim

Economy John & Ken California’s economy needs to improve, discussed with 8/7 –5pm 30 min
callers what the state could do to entice new businesses

Education Bill Carroll A controversial new 9th great text book for sex education 8/8 –11:15pm 30 min
includes discussion of bondage, ropes, whips and sex toys
some parents say the content it too graphic for kids that age



WEEK ENDING:  August  16, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Wake Up Call NASCAR driver Tony Stewart hit a driver in a Sprint Car 8/11 – 5am 15 min
w/ Gary Hoffmann race. That driver, Kevin Ward Jr, exited his vehicle and

ran on to the track to confront Stewart. Stewart’s car
hits him and Ward later dies at a hospital. 

Media Bill Handel Latest on Kevin Ward Jr’s death and the investigation 8/11 – 7am 30 min
into Tony Stewart and whether or not he’s responsible.
Investigators say so far there was ‘no criminal intent’
on the part of Tony Stewart.  Some witnesses disagree

Crime Bill Carroll California Legislature is currently debating a ‘yes means 8/11 –11:15am 30 min
yes’ sexual assault law. The law would be the first in the
nation and would universities that receive public funds 
for student financial assistance to set a standard defining 
consensual sex.

Media Tim Conway Jr Actor and comedian Robin Williams has died of an 8/11 – 7pm 45 min
apparent suicide, he had been suffering from depression
for some time

Media Wake Up Call Latest on Robin Williams suicide and details of depression 8/12 – 5am 30 min
w/ Gary Hoffmann

Media Bill Handel Protests continue in Ferguson, Missouri over the police 8/13 – 7am 30 min
shooting of an unarmed 18 year old that police say was 
charging a police officer in an attempt to take the officer’s
gun. The hashtag  #IfTheyGunnedMeDown is trending

Environment John & Ken LA lawmakers name conditions for paying $4 million to 8/13 –4pm 30 min
DWP trusts.

Media Tim Conway Jr Robin Williams suicide. Is this a ‘selfish’ way to die? 8/13 – 7am 45 min
Took listener calls.

Media Tim Conway Jr. Ferguson, Missouri police criticized for military-like Mo Kelly 8/14 – 7pm 30 min
response to citizen protests over the death of a KFI host
an 18 year old.

Politics Tim Conway Jr. City of Los Angeles considers the idea of paying cash 8/15 – 7pm 15 min
or giving out prizes in exchange for people casting 
votes in elections



WEEK ENDING:  August  23, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Politics Thompson & Espinosa  The City of Los Angeles is toying with an idea to Jessica Levinson 8/18 – 1:30pm 30 min
  give incentives to voters in exchange for voting in
  local elections.  They are considering ‘prizes’ or
  lottery tickets.

Education Bill Handel Two local high school students were arrested for Eric Leonard 8/19 – 7am 15 min
making threats against staff and students at KFI News
South Pasadena High school.  Law enforcement was
following the threats for several days and says the
two boys were days away from having everything they
needed to carry out the threat.

Education Bill Carroll Latest details on the threat to South Pasadena Eric Leonard 8/19 – 12pm 30 min
high school and the students that were arrested KFI News
in the plot to kill students and teachers 

Environment Thompson & Espinosa  ‘Severe’ drought covers 99.8% of California 8/19 – 2pm 30 min
  as a result, LA is increasing its ‘water cops’ staff
  to find people violating water conservation rules

Crime John & Ken Missing woman Erin Corwin was found dead at the 8/19 – 4pm 30 min
bottom of an old mine shaft in the desert.  Police had
been searching for her for several weeks after she
left her home and never returned.  Her alleged lover, 
Christopher Brandon Lee has been arrested in Alaska

Education/ Bill Handel New details on plot by two teens in South Pasadena Eric Leonard 8/20 –7am 30 min  
Media to shoot up their school and kill students and teachers KFI News

Law Bill Handel LAPD will settle a lawsuit for $5 million rather than 8/21- 7:30am 30 min
go to trial in the case of a man who was shot by LAPD
after a high speed police chase.

Law/ Media ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ LAPD is looking into a possible threat against officers 8/22 – 5am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann after a music video is released online called ‘Fu** Tha

Police” in which people are seen threatening to shoot
officers.  The rapper who made the video is a cousin of
Ezell Ford, the man who was shot and killed by LAPD 
officers



Environment Thompson & Espinosa  The drought is causing the Earth’s surface to rise as David Cruz 8/22 – 1pm 30 min
  ground water drops.  3 trillions of groundwater has KFI News
  been lost during this drought

Media Mo’ Kelly Discussed the healing power of Music and the Arts and Bayers Beckwith 8/23 –7pm 30 min
The Rhythm and Joy Festival. The RAJ festival is a vision  Festival Founder
to expand the impact of Music and the Arts as a catalyst 
for transforming our lives and our way of living. 

WEEK ENDING:  August  30, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Public Safety/  ‘Sunday Morning Ongoing coverage of the 6.0 earthquake in Napa 8/24—9am 60 min  
Environment   News’ w/ Aron Valley.  Update on damage, discussed being prepared

  Bender for future quakes and the push for an early warning
system.

Public Safety Wayne Resnick Live report from Steve Gregory on the scene in Napa Steve Gregory 8/24 – 9:30pm 30 min
Valley after a 6.0 earthquake there KFI News

Public Safety ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ Latest news from Napa Valley about the earthquake 8/25 – 5am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann

Public Safety Bill Handel Latest on Napa Valley quake aftermath Steve Gregory 8/25 – 7:20am 30 min
KFI News

Public Safety Thompson & Espinosa  Latest on Napa Valley quake. Discussed local Steve Gregory 8/25 – 1pm 45 min
   issues regarding retrofitting to make sure we KFI News
   prepared locally for a large quake

Economy Bill Handel Customers of the DWP are very upset with extremely David Cruz 8/26 –7:45am 15 min
large bills that they say are inaccurate KFI News

Education/ John & Ken LAUSD abruptly cancels $1 billion iPad program Matthew Kogan 8/26 – 3pm 30 min 
Economy Head of group

‘Repairs Not iPads’

Public Safety/  Tim Conway Jr. Huge waves caused by an offshore hurricane slam 8/27 – 7pm 30 min   
Environment into local southern California beaches, creating huge

waves that local surfers are embracing



Public Safety/ Bill Handel LAPD names officers involved in shooting of Ezell 8/29 – 7am 30 min   
Law Ford.  Departments all over the country consider the

regular use of body cameras in order to protect officers

in the event of an officer involved shooting

WEEK ENDING:  September  6, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Bill Carroll A cache of hundreds of photos of celebrities was released 9/1 –10:30am 30 min
on the internet, freaking out celebrities and putting law
enforcement on notice, as they’re trying to track down
the party responsible.

Economy Bill Handel Mayor Garcetti wants to increase the city’s minimum 9/2 – 7:50am 30 min
wage to $13.25 an hour by 2017

Public Safety/  John & Ken Fountain Valley high school cancels classes after receiving 9/3 – 3pm 30 min   
Education a threat of bombing and mass shooting..detailed what 

information we know.

Immigration Bill Handel Department of Homeland Security has ‘lost track’ of Steve Gregory 9/4 –7:15am 30 min
6,000 foreign students in the country KFI News

Media Thompson & Espinosa  Comedianne Joan Rivers has died, days after 9/4 – 1pm 30 min
  her heart stopped during a throat procedure.

Media Tim Conway Jr. Discussed Joan Rivers’ death. 9/4 –7pm 30 min

Media Bill Handel Discussed Joan Rivers’ death and her impact on 9/5 – 7am 45 min
society and specifically how she changed the role
for women in comedy

WEEK ENDING:  September  13, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Elizabeth Espinosa Discussed the Mexican Independence Day parade Edward James Olmos  9/7 – 4pm 30 min
Actor

Media Bill Handel The DJ  DeadMau5 is being sued by Disney for 9/8 – 7:30am 30 min
for copyright infringement.  DeadMau5 fired back
with his own lawsuit accusing Disney of using his 
music without permission



Education/ Bill Carroll Cal State Northridge frat shuts down after an Steve Gregory 9/8 – 12pm 30 min  
Crime investigation reveals details of a student’s hazing KFI News

death.

Employment Tim Conway Jr. Gov. Brown signs deal requiring employers to 9/10 – 7pm 30 min
give employees paid sick leave

Crime Bill Handel A huge raid in LA’s fashion district reveals millions of Steve Gregory 9/11 – 8:30am 30 min
dollars being laundered for Mexican drug cartels KFI News

Education/ Bill Handel Ventura High school is refusing to let Chick-Fil-A 9/11 – 8am 30 min  
Media sell chicken sandwiches for a school fundraiser, citing

the pro marriage comments from the company’s founder
Yet, the school will allow them to donate money.

Public Safety Wayne Resnick Evacuations have been ordered as 1,300 acres burn in 9/12 – 7pm 30 min
the Cleveland National Forest in O.C. Silverado Canyon.

WEEK ENDING:  September  20, 2014
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Public Safety Wayne Resnick Latest on the Silverado Fire in Orange County. Details 9/14 – 7pm 15 min
on danger, damage, containment and evacuations.

Crime/ Media Mo’ Kelly Domestic violence, the Ray Rice issue, why women 9/13 – 6pm 45 min
(including his wife) are defending him and various
related stories all involving domestic violence.

Media Tim Conway Jr. NFL facing a huge criticism over the way they have 9/15 – 7pm 30 min
handled domestic violence situations

Education/ Bill Carroll UC proposes a system-wide plan to fight sexual 9/18 –10:15am 30 min 
Crime misconduct

Crime/ Law Bill Handel Steve Gregory’s investigative report on officer involved Steve Gregory 9/19 –8am 30 min
shootings KFI News

Media Tim Conway Jr. Census report finds that more people move out of LA 9/19 – 7pm 30 min
and into Orange County than any other place in California



WEEK ENDING:  September 27, 2014  (and Sept 28th through 30th)
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health Mo Kelly Long Beach Breast and Ovarian cancer 5k/10k Dr. Homayoon Sanati  9/21 – 6:30pm 30 min
Discussed the importance of breast cancer screening
and recent medical advancements in treating both
breast cancer and ovarian cancer

Transportation Thompson & Espinosa OC board of supervisors considers toll lanes along the 9/22 – 12pm 15 min
the 405 at the LA/ OC county line.  Residents are not
supportive of the idea

Media Tim Conway Jr. Fire at docks in Wilmington causing issues…details on Mark Urkov 9/22 – 8pm 30 min
what’s burning, what’s affected. Longshoreman on

the scene

Media Thompson & Espinosa Discussed the air strikes in Syria, what the U.S. is Tom Fuentes 9/23 – 1pm 30 min
 trying to achieve and who this new group, Khorasan, Military Expert
 is and why we need to pay attention to them

Media John & Ken Svitlana Sangary, an LA based attorney who is Svitlana Sangary 9/24 – 4pm 30 min
facing suspension after it was revealed that she Attorney
photoshopped herself into pictures with famous people
She failed to remove the photos even after the state
bar informed her that she would face suspension.

Law Bill Handel The CHP has settled for $1.5 million a potential lawsuit 9/25 – 7am 15 min
by a woman who was beaten by a CHP officer during a
traffic stop. The officer maintains that the woman refused
to comply and fought with him.  The officer was fired.

Education/ Thompson & Espinosa  LAUSD new in 1983 about inappropriate conduct Bryan Claypool 9/26 –1pm 30 min 
Crime   between a teacher and students.  The teacher stayed Attorney

  on the job and was arrested last year.

Environment Bill Handel Southern California is getting ready to start water 9/29 – 7am 45 min
allocation in order to help save water for the state’s
ongoing drought.  Detailed what that would mean for
various cities across the state

Education Bill Handel Gov. Brown signed California’s Yes means Yes law that David Cruz 9/30 – 7:15pm 15 min
would require students to get written permission before KFI News
sexual activity 



Health John & Ken The first person in the U.S. to be diagnosed with 9/30 – 3pm 30 min
Ebola is in Texas….investigators are now looking
into how many people may have been exposed to
him…relatives have been quarantined 



Section III
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 
quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 

Public Safety Emergency Alert System 000:05 007 

Health STAND UP TO CANCER 000:15 009 

Community Involvement 9-11 DAY 000:30 001 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:03 002 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:04 018 

Health Get Covered America 000:30 003 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SAFE SUMMER DRIVING 000:27 001 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SAFE SUMMER DRIVING 000:28 002 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:26 032 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 055 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 043 

Safe Driving SAFE SUMMER DRIVING 000:27 013 

Safe Driving SAFE SUMMER DRIVING 000:28 034 


